Refinements in the short-circuit technique and its application to active potassium transport across the cecropia midgut.
1. The conventional, two-electrode method for measuring potential difference across an epithelium is subject to error due to potential gradients caused by current flow in the bathing medium. Mathematical analysis shows that the error in measuring short-circuit current is proportional to the resistivity of the bathing medium and to the separation of the two recording electrodes. It is particularly serious for the insect larval midgut, where the resistivity of the medium is high, and that of the tissue is low. 2. A system has been devised, which uses a third recording electrode to monitor directly the potential gradient in the bathing medium. By suitable electrical connexions, the gradient can be automatically compensated, leaving a residual error which depends on the thickness of the tissue, but not on the electrode separation. Because the thicknesses of most epithelia are smaller than the smallest practical electrode spacing, this error is smaller than that inherent in a two-electrode system. 3. Since voltage-gradients are automatically compensated, it is possible to obtain continuous readings of potential and current. A 'voltage-clamp' circuit is described, which allows the time-course of the short-circuit current to be studied. 4.The three-electrode system has been used to study the larval midgut of Hyalophora cecropia. The average results from five experiments were: initial potential difference (open-circuit): 98+/-11 mV (S.E.M.); short-circuit current at time 60 min: 498+/-160 microA cm=2; 'steady-state' resistance at 60 min: 150+/-26 omega cm2. The current is equivalent to a net potassium transport of 18.6 mu-equiv cm-2 h-1. 5. The electrical parameters of the midgut change rapidly with time. The potential difference decays with a half-time of about 158 min, the resistance increases with a half-time of about 16 min, and the short-circuit current decays as the sum of two exponential terms, with half-times of about 16 and 158 min respectively. In addition, potential and short-circuit current show transient responses to step changes. 6. The properties of the midgut are compared with those of other transporting epithelia, and their dependence on the degree of folding of the preparation is discussed. Their time-dependence is discussed in the context of changes in potassium content of the tissue, and the implications for measurements depending on the assumption of a steady state are outlined.